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Charles Darwin famously discussed the "imperfections" of the geological record in his book On The Origin of Species. He correctly pointed out that unless
conditions are just right, it's unlikely for ...
Incredible Fossil Discovery Shows Ancient Animal Brain From 310 Million Years Ago
The study of the structure of living things is called anatomy. All animals are made up of CELLS, some of which are specialized to carry out different
functions. Simple animals, such as sponges, are ...
DK Science: Animal Anatomy
When my husband and I went to Iceland, the first place we visited was a penis museum. I was okay with seeing preserved phalluses of whales, polar bears
and reindeer, but it was hard to get past people ...
What Seeing A Photo Of An Old Fling In A Penis Museum Made Me Realize About My Marriage
The discovery adds to a recent string of fossil finds which have unearthed some of the oldest arthropods with a preserved central nervous system.
Ancient Brains: Inside the Extraordinary Preservation of a 310-Million-Year-Old Nervous System
Richard Owen (1804–1892) was a contemporary of Darwin, and like him, attended the University of Edinburgh medical school but left without completing
his training. His career as an outstanding ...
A Systematic Summary of Extinct Animals and their Geological Relations
It is impossible to pinpoint the precise moment when the first notions of our modern understanding of biology emerged. Our interest in the natural world is
not a new phenomenon—a preoccupation with ...
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The birth of biology
Using an exceptionally preserved fossil from South Africa, a particle accelerator, and high-powered x-rays, an international team including a University of
Minnesota researcher has discovered that not ...
Exceptionally Preserved Fossil Sheds Light on the Evolution of How Dinosaurs Breathed
Evidence for this function first came from studies of the organ's anatomy and its nerves as well ... this feature is unknown in any other extant animal. With
the aid of the intracranial joint ...
Anatomy of the Coelacanth
The farmhouse was completely levelled, animals were killed and crops were ... this report aims to highlight ‘an anatomy of an airstrike’ and draw
conclusions on the typical patterns of harm ...
An Anatomy of an Airstrike
WARC consistently delivers valuable insights that help to make me look like an expert in front of my colleagues and clients. We work with 80% of Forbes'
most valuable brands* and 80% of the world's ...
Anatomy of a successful online game
A circulatory system that beats gravity. Spots that dissipate heat. This giant is purpose-built for its size and surroundings. This story appears in the October
2019 issue of National Geographic ...
Unique anatomy sets giraffe apart in the animal kingdom
and online materials such as quizzes and interactive resources to learn the anatomy of humans and animals from a functional perspective. Our expert
lecturers also teach on the veterinary, medical and ...
Applied Anatomy
Modern cetaceans—which include dolphins, whales and porpoises—are well adapted for aquatic life. They have blubber to insulate and fins to propel and
steer. Today's cetaceans also sport a unique type ...
Now how did that get up there? New study sheds light on development and evolution of dolphin, whale blowholes
Petronius' Satyricon, long regarded as the first 'novel' of the Western tradition, has always sparked controversy. It has been puzzled over as a strikingly
modernist riddle, elevated as a work of ...
Petronius and the Anatomy of Fiction
Seismic waves from quakes detected by NASA's robotic InSight lander have helped scientists decipher the anatomy of Mars, including the first estimates of
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the size of its large liquid metal core, ...
Marsquakes reveal the anatomy of the Red Planet's interior
Unlike bones and shells, which can endure for millions of years, soft tissues are rarely preserved as fossils.
Decoding the secrets of a 310 million-year-old brain
Nightmare of the Wolf to 30 Rock to Inception, here are all the biggest movies and shows coming to Netflix in August 2021.
New to Netflix in August 2021: The Witcher: Nightmare of the Wolf, 30 Rock, and More
Not all animals use the same techniques and organs ... since they had similar breathing anatomy. This study, however, found that Heterodontosaurus did
not--it instead had paddle-shaped ribs ...
Research brief: New fossil sheds light on the evolution of how dinosaurs breathed
This practical, hands-on course will give you a clear, three-dimensional, internal model of the anatomy of the human and animal body. The UK's only
School of Anatomy here at Bristol provides anatomy ...
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